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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last three years activities in Grid computing have changed; in particular
in Europe the focus moved from pure research-oriented work on concepts, ar-
chitectures, interfaces, and protocols towards activities driven by the usage of
Grid technologies in day-to-day operation of e-infrastructure and in application-
driven use cases. This change is also reflected in the UNICORE activities [1].
The basic components and services have been established, and now the focus is
increasingly on enhancement with higher level services, integration of upcoming
standards, deployment in e-infrastructures, setup of interoperability use cases
and integration of applications.
The development of UNICORE started back more than 10 years ago, when in
1996 users, supercomputer centres and vendors were discussing ”what prevents
the efficient use of distributed supercomputers?”. The result of this discus-
sion was a consensus which still guides UNICORE today: seamless, secure and
intuitive access to distributed resources.
Since the end of 2002 continuous development of UNICORE took place in
several EU-funded projects, with the subsequent broadening of the UNICORE
community to participants from across Europe. In 2004 the UNICORE software
became open source and since then UNICORE is developed within the open
source developer community. Publishing UNICORE as open source under BSD
license has promoted a major uptake in the community with contributions from
multiple organisations. Today the developer community includes developers
from Germany, Poland, Italy, UK, Russia and other countries.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the architecture of
UNICORE 6 as well as implemented standards are described, while Section 3
focusses on its clients. Section 4 covers recent developments and advancements
of UNICORE 6, while in section 5 an outlook on future planned developments
is given. The paper closes with a conclusion.
11
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Chapter 2
Architecture and Standards
The architecture of UNICORE 6 is three-layered in client layer, service layer
and system layer as shown in Fig. 2.1.
2.1 Client Layer
On the top layer a variety of clients are available to the users, ranging from
graphical clients such as the Eclipse-based URC, a command-line interface
named UCC to a programming API named HiLA. For more details on these
clients see Section 3. For a tight integration of various types of applications,
the GridBean concept [2] was invented, which offers an API to easily imple-
mented graphical client extensions and connect them with UNICORE 6’s core
functionalities (cf. Section 4.6 for a few GridBean examples).
2.2 Service Layer
The middle layer comprises all services and components of the UNICORE
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Figure 2.1 shows three sets of services,
the left and right one containing services at a single site while the middle shows
the central services, such as the central registry, the workflow services and the
information service, which serve all sites and users in a UNICORE Grid. The
Gateway component [3] acts as the entry point to a UNICORE site and per-
forms the authentication of all incoming requests. It is used for both the central
services and the single site services. The XNJS component [4] is the job man-
agement and execution engine of UNICORE 6. It performs the job incarnation,
namely the mapping of the abstract job description to the concrete job descrip-
tion for a specific resource according to the rules stored in the IDB (Incarnation
Database). The functionality of the XNJS is accessible via two service inter-
faces in UNICORE 6’s WS-RF hosting environment. UNICORE 6’s proprietary
interface is called UAS (UNICORE Atomic Services) [2] and offers the full func-
tionality to higher level services, clients and users. In addition to the UAS,
a standardised set of interfaces based on open, common standards is available
(depicted as ”OGSA-*” in Figure 2.1).
For authorisation of users the XNJS uses the XUUDB user database to
perform the mapping from X.509 certificates to the actual users’ logins. The
13
Figure 2.1: UNICORE 6 architecture
XUUDB component is a Web service in itself, which allows it to be used from
multiple UNICORE installations, e.g. within the same computing centre. Like
in many service-oriented environments, a central service registry is available,
where the different services can register once they are started. The central
service registry is necessary to build-up and operate a distributed UNICORE
infrastructure. This service registry is contacted by the clients in order to ”con-
nect to the Grid”. An infrastructure may have multiple central registries. From
the beginning, workflow support is of major importance for UNICORE. The two
layered design with a separation of the workflow engine and the service orches-
trator was primarily done for better scalability, but also offers the possibility to
plug-in domain-specific workflow languages and workflow engines. The work-
flow engine originates from the EU-project Chemomentum [5]. Besides simple
job-chains, while- and for-loops, workflow variables and conditional execution
are supported. The service orchestrator deals with brokering the execution,
monitoring of the workflow and its respective parts as well as provides call-back
mechanisms to the workflow engine. The resource brokering is performed via
pluggable strategies. More details are found in [5]. The workflow capabilities are
offered to the users on the client layer via the URC. Furthermore, the definition,
submission, monitoring and control of workflows is also possible from the UCC.
A Tracing Service collects runtime information from the workflow system, and
allows generating performance metrics. End users can use the tracer service to
visualise the execution of a complex workflow from within the URC.
14
2.3 System Layer
On the bottom layer the TSI (Target System Interface) component is the inter-
face between UNICORE and the individual resource management/batch system
and operating system of a Grid resource. In the TSI component the abstracted
commands from the Grid layer are translated to system-specific commands, e.g.
in the case of job submission, the specific commands like llsubmit or qsub of
the resource management system are called. The TSI component is performing
the proper setting of users’ UID and invocation of his/her environment. There-
fore the TSI component needs to be executed with root privileges. All other
UNICORE 6 components at a site are executed under a standard user account,
preferably a dedicated, UNICORE-related account. The TSI is available for
a variety of commonly used batch systems such as Torque, LoadLeveler, LSF,
SLURM, OpenCCS, etc. The USpace is UNICORE’s job directory. A separate
directory exists for every job, where the XNJS and TSI store all input data and
where all output including stdout and stderr is written to. The TSI also allows
access to local filesystems such as the user’s Home directory. These are called
UNICORE Storages and can be used in stage-in and stage-out operations.
2.4 Standards
Common open standards are of major importance to realise interoperable world-
wide Grid infrastructures in order to satisfy scientists that require resources
in more than one Grid. In order to increase the interoperability with Grid
infrastructures that deploy other middleware solutions, several standards from
the Open Grid Forum and OASIS are used in UNICORE 6 in various domains
(cf. to the boxes on the right in Figure 2.1). A full Web services stack based on
WS-RF 1.2, SOAP, and WS-I is implemented to build UNICORE 6’s service-
oriented architecture.
In security, full X.509 certificates are used as base line, while the access
control is based on XACML policies. A support for SAML-based VOMS (virtual
organisation management service) [6] is available as well as support for proxy
certificates. Apart from standards in the area of security, standards play also
a significant role in the area of information. In that context, the information
service of UNICORE 6 named as CIS (Common Information Service) [7] is
based on the GLUE 2.0 [8] information model and thus allows for a standardised
way of exposing computational resources. It gathers both static and dynamic
information from all connected XNJSs, which are then displayed either in raw
XML or human-readable text form. As longitude and latitude information is
also stored, a Google maps view illustrates a geographical representation of the
Grid infrastructure. For job management, OGSA-BES [9] and several profiles
(i.e. HPC-BP [10], HPC-FSP [11]) are used for the creation, monitoring and
control of jobs, including data-staging, whilst job definition is compliant with
the JSDL standard [12] and its profiles. In the area of data management and
transfer, OGSA-ByteIO can be used for data transfer, both for site-to-site and
client-to-site transfers [13]. For a transfer of data from and to external storage,
15
the GridFTP [14] transfer protocol can be used as an alternative to the default
HTTP based mechanism. On the system layer a TSI version for the DRMAA
standard [15] is available enabling a standardised interface between the TSI and
the batch system.
16
Chapter 3
Using UNICORE
In the following we will describe UNICORE’s core clients; namely the Eclipse-
based graphical URC, the command-line client UCC as well as the programming
API HiLA.
3.1 Eclipse-based URC
Since the beginning, UNICORE has offered graphical clients realising UNI-
CORE’s baseline slogan by providing seamless, secure and intuitive access to
Grid resources. Today the Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client (URC) [16],
shown in Figure 3.1, constitutes the most complete implementation of this idea.
Basing the major UNICORE client on the Eclipse rich client platform [17]
comes with several benefits. First of all, Eclipse is widely known and commonly
used due to its well designed and flexible graphical interfaces. This lowers
the entry barrier for new users, as many of them are already familiar with the
tool. Furthermore, although being written in Java, an Eclipse-based application
contains some platform specific code. Through this approach, it looks just like a
native application with a smoother integration into different platforms. Finally,
the Eclipse platform has a very sophisticated plug-in mechanism: every software
component in an Eclipse-based client is a plug-in, each of which adding a well-
defined range of functions. Plug-ins interact with each other in various ways
and almost every plug-in provides programming interfaces which can be used
to extend its functionality and outer appearance. Following this paradigm, the
URC is extremely extensible. For instance, integration of new Grid services or
scientific applications is already accounted for in its design.
This client targets a wide range of users with varying Grid and IT experi-
ence. It provides a useful graphical view of the Grid, which can be filtered in
order to find specific resources, services or files. As one of its main tasks, it
can be used to submit computational jobs to Grid resources. To this end, small
software packages provide tailored graphical user interfaces for many scientific
applications available on the Grid. The same packages are responsible for visu-
alising the output data of scientific simulations once the jobs have been executed
and output files have been downloaded to the client machine. Detailed resource
requirements for jobs (e.g. required number of CPUs, amount of RAM) can be
17
Figure 3.1: The UNICORE Rich Client (URC)
specified. Users are enabled to design complex scientific workflows that combine
several applications to automate the completion of difficult tasks. To this end,
a fully-fledged workflow editor is provided. It allows for graphical programming
where building blocks like loops or if-statements can be arranged with just a
few mouse clicks. As security and access control are essential aspects in dis-
tributed computing, dedicated panels deal with setting up security options so
that users can specify whom they trust and how to identify themselves on the
Grid. Experienced users can perform various administrative tasks on the Grid
by accessing specific parts of the user interface.
3.2 Command-line client UCC
The UNICORE Commandline Client (UCC) [18] is a versatile command-line
tool that allows users to access all features of the UNICORE service layer in
a shell or scripting environment (cf. Figure 3.2 for an overview of available
commands). It allows to run jobs, monitor their status and retrieve generated
output, both in single job mode or in a powerful and flexible batch mode for
multiple jobs; workflows can be submitted and controlled as well. Additionally,
UCC includes several data management functions. Remote storages can be
listed and files can be transferred from local to remote and vice versa as well as
from server to server. UCC can be used for administrative purposes as well, for
example to list jobs, or to perform some clean-up. An important feature of UCC
is its extensibility. New commands can easily be added, and the run-groovy
18
command allows the execution of scripts written in the Groovy programming
language which can access a variety of UNICORE-internal functions for more
flexibility. A dedicated UCC mode for the popular Emacs editor is also available.
Figure 3.2: Available Commands of the UNICORE Commandline Client (UCC)
3.3 Programming API HiLA
HiLA is a High Level API for Grid Applications [19], which allows simple devel-
opment of clients with just a few lines of code for otherwise complex functional-
ity. It provides a single interface with multiple implementations for UNICORE
5, UNICORE 6 and OGSA-BES. HiLA was mainly developed in the EU-funded
DEISA [20] and A-WARE [21] projects. It is used to integrate UNICORE 6
access into DESHL [22] (including SAGA [23] support) as part of the DEISA
portal, and to connect GAT [43] with UNICORE 6 (cf. Section 4.5. The na-
ture of the HiLA API leads to a concise coding toolkit for building collective
tier Grid services and client interfaces. Following the UNICORE principle of
seamlessness, the design of the API models the Grid through an object-oriented
fac¸ade, presenting abstract representations of the underlying resources. Impor-
tantly, this includes encapsulating security configuration behind well defined
interfaces, further enhancing the API.
In HiLA resources of the Grid are named following a URI naming scheme, e.g.
unicore6://sites/GROW/tasks/910c9b56-d97-46af37 for a job or unicore6:
//sites/FZJ_JUGGLE/storages/home for the user’s home directory. The object
navigation is based on a container/item model, navigation of locatable resources
19
is done generically. Types of objects referenced by locations can be inferred
and thus it is possible to call object specific operations such as status() or
getOutcomeFiles() on jobs. HiLA is currently evolving further to allow it to
operate concurrently over multiple resources to perform powerful collective data
management and monitoring.
Listing 3.1: The HILA API
Location l = new Location(
"unicore6 :// sites/GROW/tasks /910 c9b56 -d97 -46 af37");
Task t = HiLAFactory.getInstance (). locate(l);
assertTrue(TaskStatus.RUNNING , t.status ());
List <File > fl = t.getOutcomeFiles ();
As can be seen in Listing 3.1, the resources of the Grid are named following
a URI naming scheme, another example for a storage resource representing the
user’s home directory would be unicore6://sites/FZJ_JUGGLE/storages/home.
The Listing also shows that the object navigation is based on a container/item
model, navigation of locatable resources is done generically. Types of objects
referenced by locations can be inferred and thus it is possible to call object
specific operations such as status() or getOutcomeFiles() on jobs. HiLA
is currently evolving further to allow it to operate concurrently over multiple
resources to perform powerful collective data management and monitoring.
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Chapter 4
Recent Developments
In the following section, recent developments are reported one by one, that
enhance the functionalities of UNICORE 6. They were done in the context of
various projects and by different teams.
4.1 Virtual Organisation Management
The UNICORE Virtual Organizations System (UVOS) [25] was created in course
of the EU-funded Chemomentum project [5]. However due to its openness and
standards-compliance UVOS can be used with other Grid middlewares, too.
UVOS communicates with other Grid components using standard protocols and
provides tools and features which will make it useful in both OGSA (so SOA)
and WWW environments.
A key element of UVOS is the central server which acts both as authenti-
cation service and attribute authority. It is used by two kinds of clients: con-
sumers and management clients. Consumers do not modify the UVOS content
but query it. The modification of the VO data can be performed using manage-
ment clients: graphical and command line. The UVOS system is highly portable
and all UVOS server operations are available via the web services interface. The
UVOS consumers use open standard SAML 2.0 as a communication protocol
and the server implements core SAML specification together with additional
profiles:
• XACML Attribute Profile [26]
• SAML Attribute Query Deployment Profile for X.509 Subjects [27]
• SAML Attribute Self-Query Deployment Profile for X.509 Subjects [27]
• OGSA Attribute Exchange Profile Version 1.2 [28]
UVOS organises VO members within a hierarchical group structure. Top
level groups of this structure are called virtual organisations. The virtual organ-
isations are however not different than other groups therefore group membership
is inherited in UVOS: members of a subgroup automatically become members of
the parent group. Group members may have assigned a set of attributes. A sin-
gle entity can possess multiple representations, for example in different formats.
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These equivalent incarnations of the same entity are called identities and are
usually invisible for an outside user. Every entity has a unique label and one or
more tokens that represent it. Tokens must be in one of the supported formats,
which currently are: a full X.509 certificate, an X.500 distinguished name, or an
e-mail address with an password used for authentication. A token along with
its type is called an identity. All of the identities that compose an entity shar-
ing the same characteristics (attributes, group membership, permissions, etc.).
UVOS internally uses entities.
UVOS provides two management clients: the command line client (UVOS
CLC) and VO Manager. The UVOS VO Manager is a powerful GUI application
based on the Eclipse Rich Client platform like the URC and offers an intuitive
interface to create and handle users related information.
4.2 Shibboleth Integration in URC
This section describes the approach how Shibboleth [29] and advanced autho-
risation technologies such as SAML2 [30] and XACML [31] are combined to
achieve Single Sign-On (SSO) among multiple UNICORE 6 Grid sites.
Shibboleth is a standards-based identity management system and an open
source implementation of the SAML2 Web SSO profile [26] aiming to fulfill sin-
gle sign-on across or within organisational boundaries. It consists of three main
components namely the Service Provider (SP), the Identity Provider (IdP) and
the Where-Are-You-From (WAYF) or Discovery Service (DS) which requires
user to authenticate and authorise while using a Web browser. This creates a
mismatch with the UNICORE 6 security model, as in UNICORE 6 the client
usually is a non-Web browser and uses X.509 certificates for user authentication
and SOAP for message exchange, which is not possible by using Shibboleth in
a straight forward manner. Therefore a GridShib-Certificate Authority (CA)
[32] is endorsed as a SP, thus enabling the Shibboleth clients (Web browser)
to retrieve X.509 based Short Lived Grid Credentials (SLC) with embedded
SAML2 assertions on authentication with their IdP; the embedded SAML as-
sertion manifests the subject’s attributes.
Nonetheless, the GridShib-CA does not solve the problem of using Shibbo-
leth with UNICORE 6 as it still restricts the user to use a Web browser to
fetch the user’s SLC. Therefore a client API was developed by extending the
architecture defined in [33], the component is generalised to allow any non-Web
browser client to communicate with a GridShib-CA, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The GUI prototype is developed as an Eclipse-based URC plug-in in order
to facilitate the client to fetch her SLC by inputting the Gridshib-CA URL,
username, and password. The request (besides fetching SLC) from client to the
UNICORE 6 server is bipartite; in the first step it extracts the SAML asser-
tion and public key information from the SLC and then sends the request in
combination with the job submission as a SOAP message with all the identity
information in its headers. On the server side, before the invocation of the Tar-
get System service, the SAML assertion is extracted from the SOAP header and
processed, which requires checking the attributes against UNICORE 6 XACML
policies and XUUDB entries. This process leads to the decision whether the
service access request is denied or granted. The UNICORE 6 authorisation
and authentication framework is inherently based on pluggable mechanism by
22
Figure 4.1: Architecture of bridging Shibboleth and UNICORE 6
using handlers, some of which provide capabilities of handling SAML2 asser-
tions namely SAMLInHandler and SAMLOutHandler as described in [6]. Bridg-
ing Shibboleth and the UNICORE 6 security model enables authentication and
authorisation interoperability with all other middlewares supporting Shibboleth
and GridShib-CA.
4.3 Interactive Access with X.509-based SSH
The key component and warrantor for security on the server side is a SOCKS 5
proxy [34]. It only routes traffic to the standard SSH server, once the connection
has been authenticated using the XUUDB. Thereby X.509-based authentication
with the security level of UNICORE 6 is enabled. After successful authentica-
tion, all traffic from and to a designated SSH Server is routed (delegated) by
the SOCKS 5 proxy component.
On the client side, the URC realises the interaction with the SOCKS Proxy
and establishes the actual SSH connection. For this purpose, the URC is ex-
tended with Eclipse plug-ins, which provide terminal emulation and SSH com-
munication functionality. The URC is extended with Eclipse plug-ins, which
provide a terminal emulation and SSH communication functionality. The ter-
minal plug-in is based on the terminal emulation software from the gEclipse
project [35]. It offers a standard VT100 emulation, which allows the display of
graphical output from programs using the curses library.
The plug-ins have been designed in an extensible way, so that different com-
munication providers (apart from the X.509-enabled and SOCKS 5 based ap-
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proach) can be plugged in. These communication providers are likewise imple-
mented as Eclipse plug-ins which encapsulate the connection and communica-
tion logic and extend the functionality of the terminal plug-in. It is important
to note that the X.509 based SOCKS communication provider connects to the
SOCKS 5 proxy server with the users certificate, which is available within the
keystore of the URC, and provides terminal access to a specific target site with-
out any further password input.
Currently, three different communication providers have been implemented:
the X.509 enabled and SOCKS 5 based SSH solution, GSI-SSH known from the
Globus Toolkit [36], and standard plain SSH with password. The latter plug-
in could in principle also be used without UNICORE 6 in any other Eclipse
framework.
4.4 DataFinder Integration
The amount of data handled by applications is ever growing and data retrieval
for later use becomes a serious problem. The level of support for data manage-
ment is very different in current systems for resource management (UNICORE 6,
Globus Toolkit, gLite) and distributed data management (dCache [37], Storage
Resource Broker [38], Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System [39], Chemomen-
tum [5], and DataFinder [40]).
Most of the considered systems support a kind of storage virtualisation. Ad-
ditionally, some systems provide metadata management functionalities allowing
simple annotations on data objects which are achieved using a metadata cata-
log. Unfortunately, further means regarding data organisation are missing. An
exception from that rule are the data-related services developed in the Chemo-
mentum project [5] and the DataFinder [40] system which are providing sophis-
ticated means for data organisation. Here it has been decided to use DataFinder
as basis for a dedicated data management system as it offers required means
for data organisation and its productive use in various scenarios at the German
Aerospace Centre provides a good basis demonstrating and investigating the
system.
The developed data management system [41] delivers logical organisation
of data objects and abstracts common data management concepts hiding the
specifics of storage systems. On this basis advanced means for data organisa-
tion through metadata management functionalities and support of custom data
models are provided. Moreover, the integration with UNICORE 6 is achieved by
the data management client API which has been integrated in the UNICORE
Rich Client. The developed system and its compatibility with DataFinder have
been successfully validated in the project AeroGrid [42].
4.5 Java-GAT
Making applications Grid-aware requires the knowledge of the API of different
Grid middlewares. The complexity of these systems, both in terms of underly-
ing technology and functionality, remains high. The Grid Application Toolkit
(GAT) [43], a high-level API for accessing Grid services, provides application
developers with a unified, simple and middleware-independent interface to the
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Grid. It allows developers to easily include Grid functionality in application
codes. This is performed by writing plug-ins for the different Grid middlewares.
The GAT architecture is divided to two parts: GAT engine and GAT adap-
tors (Figure 4.2). The GAT-API delivers the commands to the GAT engine
which selects a GAT adaptor. An adaptor converts a file copy or job submis-
sion statement written in the GAT-API into a corresponding statement of a
Grid middleware. GAT uses the first adaptor which does not fail but it is also
possible to force usage of selected adaptors.
Figure 4.2: JavaGAT software architecture.
GAT has first been implemented in C within the European project GridLab
[44]; the development of the Java version of GAT (JavaGAT) has also been
started during the GridLab project. The C Implementation comes with a C++
and a Python wrapper. While C-GAT is out of support, JavaGAT is still main-
tained by the Free University of Amsterdam, and JavaGAT is used within the
project AeroGrid [42]. One of the major advantages of JavaGAT compared to
C-GAT is that JavaGAT enables the Grid access without an additional instal-
lation of a Grid middleware.
The UNICORE adaptor for JavaGAT [45] has been implemented recently
within the scope of the D-Grid project DGI2-FG1 [46]. The implementation is
based on HiLA [19] (cf. Section 3.3) as it supports the access to UNICORE 6 via
an easy and unique API. Furthermore it is not necessary to install components
of UNICORE on the submitting host.
4.6 Application Support through GridBeans
Application support in the URC is realised by the GridBean concept [47]. It
is a plug-in technology that allows to create and configure an application Grid
job via feature rich interfaces, so called GridBeans, that represent the appli-
cation’s behaviour. Each GridBean consists of a GridBean model and one or
more graphical panels. The GridBean model stores the application parameters
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and represents an abstract Grid job description. The panels provide graphical
components for the preparation and validation of user input. The URC itself
contains a set of standard panels for each GridBean. These include a file panel to
define input and output files, a resource panel to specify resource requirements,
and a variables panel to set environment variables. In addition, GridBeans can
provide own panels in order to set application specific parameters and files as
well as to monitor application behaviour, or to visualise output results, e.g. to
represent a molecular 3D structure or to display various statistics over time.
The advantage of the GridBean technology is that GridBeans can be easily
developed and independently distributed to the users. The URC distribution
package contains by default the Script GridBean, shown at the left hand site of
Figure 4.3, which provides an interface for editing and submitting any kind of
scripts and the new Generic GridBean, which offers generic panel elements for
individually configuring and submitting any application installed on the target
system. Furthermore, several GridBeans were developed for specific scientific
applications, e.g. for molecular dynamics simulations packages Gaussian [48]
and AMBER [49].
Figure 4.3: The left screenshot shows the standard Script GridBean, to submit
any kind of scripts. The middle screenshot shows the Gaussian GridBean, and
the right screenshot shows the AMBER GridBean.
The AMBER GridBean was established within a new GridBean concept, the
sequence GridBeans [50]. This concept was developed to manage applications,
which consist of a set of programs that require to be executed in a sequence one
program after another on the same target system. As the molecular dynamic
simulation package AMBER consists of approximate 50 programs, and for one
molecular simulation a sequence of different programs is required, the AMBER
GridBean was realised by usage of this new sequence concept. This provides a
sequence framework, which we extended with GridBean models, one for each
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required program. These extensions are managed and organised by the frame-
work. Moreover, the framework also provides an automatic build of graphical
interfaces for sequence of programs and for each program itself, in order to
reduce the developers efforts in supporting new applications. The automated
GUI, as shown at the right hand site of Figure 4.3, allows for designing the
sequence and setting up the inputs and parameters for the individual programs
without being familiar with the application batch system commands.
The Gaussian GridBean assists a user with the preparation of the input
for submission to Gaussian quantum chemistry program. Gaussian98 and it’s
latest version Gaussian09 is designed to predict energies, molecular structures,
vibrational frequencies and numerous molecular properties for a broad range
of molecular systems in the gas phase and in solution, and it can model both
their ground state and excited states. The Gaussian GridBean makes preparing
complex input easy for many types of Gaussian calculations. It displays the
availability of Gaussian and it’s versions on remote systems and allows a user to
generate the input parameters automatically without necessity to know of the
internal format of the input file. In addition, it allows to set up environment
variables, e.g. in order to indicate the locations of the scratch files on a remote
system. The user input and specific resource settings will be verified to check
correctness of a job setting before a job can be submitted to a remote system.
4.7 Monitoring of UNICORE 6 Services in
Operation
Running Grid middleware on distributed systems always means running a quite
complex infrastructure. The more systems are connected in the Grid the more
complex the installation will get. The users of the Grid require 24/7 availability
of the services they need. Hence the administrator’s goal should be to get infor-
mation about any problems before the user runs into problems. Therefore, it is
essential to have efficient monitoring tools for the respective Grid middleware.
For UNICORE 6 a tool called SIMON 6 has been developed to check for
the health status of every UNICORE 6 component. Besides easy installation
and configuration, a central design requirement for SIMON 6 was to check not
only the availability of the UNICORE 6 services but also their functionality.
A service which is available in the process list does not necessarily deliver the
expected functionality.
To be able to check both availability and functionality at the same time,
SIMON 6 uses the UNICORE 6 internal job description. The jobs are submitted
via the UCC into the UNICORE 6 Grid isochronously and automatically.
The SIMON 6 concept design is shown in Figure 4.4: The availability and
functionality tests are submitted into the UNICORE infrastructure using the
Gateway as the entry point. All UNICORE 6 components (registry, workflow
engine, XNJS, XUUDB and TSI) are monitored one after the other, and af-
terwards the results come back to SIMON 6 again. If any problem with the
UNICORE 6 components occur, the administrator will be informed by email or
a short text message to his/her mobile phone.
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Figure 4.4: SIMON 6 concept design
4.8 Remote administration of UNICORE 6
The decentralised topology and distributed operation of a Grid make a strong
case for remote administration capabilities of crucial Grid components. UNI-
CORE 6 is being enhanced by different mechanisms to address those needs.
4.8.1 Dynamic Service Deployment
Given the fact that UNICORE 6 exposes its services as Web services, service
administration (installation and removal) plays a crucial role in maintaining
administrative flexibility. However, until recently, installing a new Web service
to a UNICORE 6 server had been a manual process requiring a restart, thus
interrupting the availability of the services. The conflict between flexibility and
availability has been resolved by extending UNICORE 6 with dynamic deploy-
ment capabilities allowing for installation and removal of services at runtime.
These capabilities have been integrated into the underlying Web service frame-
work of UNICORE 6 by developing a dedicated deployment manager that takes
a JAR (Java archive) file containing the Web service classes, creates a class
loader for this Web service to load its classes, deploys the Web service and
modifies the service configuration.
There are two ways to dynamically deploy UNICORE 6 services. Either
via an administration Web service interface, which can be toggled at runtime,
allowing a local administrator to overrule a remote one. Or on the file system
level by copying (either locally or remotely) a Web service JAR into a specified
directory triggering an automatic automatic deployment task. This scenario
requires the JAR file to contain deployment-specific metadata that can be sup-
plied within the JAR manifest (a simple text file) or as a Java annotation in
the Web service interface class.
4.8.2 AdminService – An Administration Web Service
Facade
The AdminService is a Web service tailored to administrative functionality. In
its current shape, it provides means for:
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• (un)deploying UNICORE 6 services
• (de)activating dynamic and automatic deployment of UNICORE 6 services
• creating/inspecting/deleting/terminating UNICORE 6 service resources
• listing available UNICORE 6 services and UNICORE 6 service resources
• getting/setting UNICORE 6 configuration properties
• retrieving mutual dependencies among UNICORE 6 services (dependen-
cies have to be annotated on service source code level)
In addition the AdminService logs all its actions and outcomes (success or
failure and cause) in a retrievable manner. Since there might be scenarios in
which remote administrators shouldn’t be privy to all UNICORE 6 configura-
tion properties (e.g. keystore and database passwords), local administrators
must explicitly enable remote access (either ’read’ or ’read-write’). Addition-
ally, a mechanism has been added to allow local administrators to set UNICORE
configuration properties at runtime without having to use an application pro-
gramming interface as well as to overrule remote administrators. Essentially
it is a periodically parsed configuration file containing key-value pairs denoting
UNICORE 6 system properties with corresponding values.
4.9 New Workflow Constructs – for-each-loop
The UNICORE workflow system offers basic workflow constructs like while-
loops for repeating certain tasks automatically and if-statements for altering
the flow of execution based on the evaluation of conditions. These constructs
can also be nested in order to address more complex tasks. In addition, the
system supports the parallel execution of many similar jobs or sub-workflows
by introducing the for-each-loop. This powerful construct helps to minimise the
effort of creating workflows with many jobs and reduce the size of the resulting
workflow descriptions. There are numerous usage scenarios where extensive
parallel job processing is desired and for-each-loops can be applied. For covering
these scenarios, the for-each-loop offers two different modes of operation.
The first mode provides means to iterate over sets of differing parameter
values. To this end, the user can declare one or more workflow variables. For
each of these variables, he/she may then specify a set of possible values to iterate
over. This is done by setting an initial variable value, a modifier expression that
is used to alter the value from one iteration to the next, and an exit condition
that defines the last value in the set. The variables can be referred to within
the body of the for-each-loop (the loop body is a simple container that can hold
jobs or sub-workflows). The most common use case for this mode would take
the declared variables as input parameters for jobs in the loop body. If multiple
variables are declared, all combinations of possible values for the variables are
generated and sweeped.
The second operational mode of the for-each-loop helps to iterate over a set
of files. The user may specify any number of files he/she wishes to include in
the set. Each iteration in this mode will then deal with one of the declared
files, e.g. by importing it into the working directory of a job and processing it
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with an application program. The files in the set can be located in different
places (e.g. on the client computer, on UNICORE 6 storages, on FTP servers,
etc.) and the file addresses may contain wildcards if the files’ source locations
support this. Since the number of files or variable values to iterate over can be
very large, the user may limit the amount of iterations that should be processed
in parallel in order to keep congestion of the Grid reasonable.
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Chapter 5
Future Developments
5.1 Execution Environments
Scientific applications require different execution environments on computing
resource, e.g. a parallel MPI execution. These environments are mostly defined
by the execution mode as well as its specific parameters and variables. Since
UNICORE 6 users want to work in different execution environments, the usage
of different and configurable execution environments should be ensured in Grid
infrastructures. To facilitate this, a new design concept is developed to sup-
port the execution of applications in different execution environments within
UNICORE 6. This new development provides a powerful and easy to use con-
figuration mechanism in the URC. In detail, a new section in the URC resource
panel, to set the execution environment will be added. It will allow for mod-
ifying parameters as well as variables, and provides an immediate validation
of those. All available execution environments, their parameters, variables and
validators of a specific system are described by the system administrator in the
XNJS and its IDB. These descriptions are exported by the URC and are auto-
matically graphically displayed in the new section of the resource panel, to be
configured by the user.
To sum up, this new execution environment concept, will provide users with
additional options for easier and more precise definition of their application
execution on the Grid.
5.2 Licence Management
5.2.1 Current Situation
The currently existing licensing models for commercial applications are focussing
on software used on compute resources within an administrative domain. Li-
censes are provided on the basis of named users, hostnames, or sometimes as a
site license for the administrative domain of an organisation. These licensing
models make it almost impossible to run license protected applications in a dis-
tributed service oriented infrastructure, because the licenses are usually bound
to hardware within the domain of the user and do not allow access from the
outside thus enforcing local use of the protected applications only.
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Grid environments are usually spread across multiple organisations and their
administrative domains, and virtualised infrastructures, like utility and cloud
computing, hide the underlying hardware and their performance indicators, e.g.
CPU type and frequency, that are often used in license agreements. While
current mechanisms limit the usage of licensed software in Grid environments
and virtualised infrastructures, the changing paradigms of IT infrastructures
towards usage of virtualised environments and infrastructures make overcoming
these limitations vital.
5.2.2 SmartLM Solution
The SmartLM solution [51] is a generic and flexible licensing virtualisation tech-
nology based on standards for new service-oriented business models. The solu-
tion implements software licenses as Grid services, providing platform-indepen-
dent access just like other Grid resources and being accessible from resources
outside organisational boundaries. This enables users to execute license pro-
tected applications on all compute resources within a UNICORE operated Grid
infrastructure.
In order to overcome the limitations of the current monolithic licensing
model, licenses are reformulated as manageable Grid resources or even Grid
services using Service Level Agreements (SLAs) based on the WS-Agreement
specification [52]. Secure agreements are used to transport licenses through the
Grid and to make them available on the resource to which a user has been
granted access for the execution of the application. The license agreement and
conditions of use for an application are reached through negotiation between
service providers and service customers. Thus, allowing managing and orches-
trating licenses in a job or workflow together with other resources like compute
nodes, data storage, and network Quality of Service (QoS). The solution is cur-
rently being integrated into the major Grid middleware UNICORE and Globus.
New service-oriented business models for this approach have been identified and
a number of widely-used license-protected commercial applications are currently
adapted to be executed under control of the new licensing mechanisms and will
become part of a high quality show-case to convince more ISVs to adapt their
applications.
5.3 Enhanced Remote Administrative Tools
Apart from recent remote administration extensions (cf. to Section 4.8), there
are additional ones still under development, both on the client and service lay-
ers. On the server-side, the AdminService is in the process of being extended
with mechanisms allowing for remote and dynamic modification of the UNI-
CORE 6 access policy, thus further enhancing administrative flexibility. Cur-
rently, the URC is being extended with an administration view that will expose
AdminService operations in an intuitive way, allowing for prompt and remote
administrative reactions at runtime.
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Chapter 6
Summary
In this paper we presented recent and future advancements of the UNICORE
Grid technology. UNICORE has a three layered architecture with client, service
and system layer. The three available clients – graphical, command-line and
API – allow to submit jobs and workflows satisfying the users’ requirements
and favourite working styles. Several standards from the Web services and Grid
domain are implemented in UNICORE 6 so that standards-based interfaces are
offered. This makes UNICORE 6 an ideal Grid middleware to be used for
interoperability of Grid e-infrastructures worldwide.
Recent functional additions to UNICORE 6 contain a support for VOs and
Shibboleth in the security domain, an interactive access based on X.509 certifi-
cates and the integration of the DataFinder for improved data management. The
support for applications from users is improved through new application-specific
GridBeans and the implementation of JavaGAT as a new client to UNICORE.
In addition new workflow constructs to allow for-each-loops and an iteration
over file-sets was added. To improve the operational aspects of UNICORE 6 a
new monitoring tool was developed, which allows to monitor both the availabil-
ity and functionality of UNICORE 6 services. Furthermore the administration
capabilities of UNICORE 6 were enhanced with a dynamic service deployment
technology.
Future advancements of UNICORE 6 contains improved Execution Envi-
ronments to e.g. specify in a more intuitive way the parameters and variables
of MPI jobs. Furthermore license management solutions will be developed and
integrated with UNICORE 6, that address the usage of licenses in distributed
environments across multiple administrative domains. Finally enhanced remote
administration tools will be added to UNICORE 6. This will enable a further
uptake of UNICORE 6 both in the academic and commercial domain.
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